Play the Slav

The Slav has a well-deserved reputation as one of Blacks strongest answers to 1 d4, and its no
coincidence that it has been used by almost all the World Champions in chess history. Put
simply, the Slav is a classy opening, one which combines reliability with the promise of
dynamic counterplay.In this book, James Vigus presents a comprehensive and trustworthy
repertoire for Black. He outlines the main ideas for both sides and highlights the tactics to
watch out for. This book will provide you with enough knowledge and skill to play the Slav
with confidence in your own games.* Presents answers to all of Whites options* Covers
typical plans for both sides* Written by a Slav specialist

The Slav Defense is one of the most popular openings with GM's. This is for two reasons. The
first is that it is one of the most solid lines to play against the. Play the Slav [James Vigus] on
thepepesplace.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The Slav has a well-deserved
reputation as one of Black's strongest answers.
James Vigus outlines the main ideas for both sides and highlights the tactics to watch out for.
Is the pure Slav move. After this move black is threatening to play b5, keeping the pawn and
although 5.e4 is an interesting gambit, black is.
During my initial process of openings selection, I settled on the Slav rather early as my
defense to 1. d4. Unlike with the 1. e4 suite of openings.
All are really like a Play the Slav book no worry, I dont put any dollar for open a ebook.
Maybe visitor want the ebook, you Im not upload this pdf at my web, all of file of book in
thepepesplace.com hosted in 3rd party website. So, stop searching to other website, only at
thepepesplace.com you will get file of pdf Play the Slav for full version. We warning visitor if
you love the pdf you have to buy the original file of a pdf to support the producer.
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